In this study, we proposed a method to determine the optimal focal position for micro-holographic storage systems, using vector diffraction theory; the theory provides exact solutions when the numerical aperture (NA) exceeds 0.6. The best diffraction focus was determined by the position and wavelength corresponding to minimal spherical aberration. The calculated refractive index modulation, polarization illumination, and boundary conditions at the interface of different media were analyzed. From the results of our analysis, we could confirm the size of micrograting as a function of NA and wavelength, based on vector diffraction theory, compared with scalar diffraction theory which defines the micrograting by . To demonstrate our analysis, we adapted an optical alignment method using a Twyman-Green interferometer, and could obtain good agreement between analysis and experimental results.
Introduction
A micro holographic storage system (MHSS) is one of the best candidates for next-generation high density optical memories [1, 2] . Data bits are represented by microscopic-size holograms formed by the interference of two tightly focused counter-propagating beams, with each bit consuming a small amount of the entire volume [3, 4] . The main advantage of the micro holographic data storage (MHDS), compared with conventional optical storage technologies, originates from use of the entire volume of the storage medium and multi-layer/wavelength multiplexing methods [5, 6] . Each recorded hologram bit size should be reduced for high density recording. To satisfy this requirement, the optical system is required to short wavelength and high numerical aperture (NA) lenses. The micrograting created in a photopolymer is commonly analyzed by two counter-propagating beams using scalar diffraction theory [1, 7, 8] . However, the scalar diffraction theory is not considered polarization illumination and transmission and reflection of the propagating beam. Moreover, as the NA increases, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) size in the recording layer is changed; its value is dependent on the analysis method used [9] . Inaccuracies in the analysis method result in spherical aberration (SA), reduction of beam quality, and cross-talk between the recording layers. The finite element method (FEM) and finite different time domain (FDTD) method have been used to better resolve the FWHM; however, heavy computation loads can be time-consuming [10, 11] . In the field of MHSSs, it is difficult to achieve superposition of two counter-propagating beams in the same location. The increment of micrograting size, reduction of beam quality, and SA are caused by misalignment of the z-axis.
In this paper, we propose a method to determine the optimal focal position using vector diffraction theory for MHSS;the method provides exact solutions when the NA exceeds 0.6. In Section 2, we describe the refractive index grating created by the interference of two counter-propagating Gaussian beams in the photopolymer using vector diffraction theory. To obtain maximum diffraction efficiency, we determined the optimal focal position for minimum hologram size and SA. In this section, we also present an analysis of the micrograting size as a function of NA and wavelength, based on vector diffraction theory; the results from this analysis were compared with the micrograting size defined by and in scalar diffraction theory. In Section 3, we demonstrate our precise optical alignment method using a Twyman-Green interferometer (TGI); good agreement was achieved between the analysis results and experimental results. The proposed method was then applied to determine the reflected power and diffraction efficiency of recorded microgratings. Section 4 provides concluding remarks. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the MHSS to demonstrate recording and reading principles. As shown in Figure 1a , two counter-propagating beams of circularly polarized light are focused onto a photopolymer using a quarter wave plate (QWP). The micrograting is created by interference between the signal and reference beams. In Figure 1b , the reading of the recorded micrograting is carried out by the reflection of reference beam. Using this micrograting configuration, we assume that the signal and reference beams have the same amplitude and waist, i.e., and [7] . To calculate the electric field in the photopolymer, we introduce vector diffraction theory which accounts for polarization illumination and the boundary conditions of multi-layer system such as lens-air-photopolymer configuration [12] .Vector diffraction theory approaches the limits of the validity of scalar theory used to describe the illumination; additionally, this theory provides an exact solution when the NA exceeds 0.6 [12] [13] [14] [15] . For accurate treatment of a high NA MHSS, it is necessary to use a theoretical description based fully on vector diffraction theory. The electric field structure of the optical system is given by Equation 1, the well-known diffraction integral. Note that the notations used for the field vectors and coordinates of the system are illustrated in Figure 2 . (1) where the integration takes place over the exit pupil of the optical system, in terms of the spatial-frequency coordinates and . The electric field at the exit pupil is effectively decomposed into plane waves having frequencies of , , and . The relationship of the field distribution between the exit pupil and the entrance pupil is given by with f corresponding to the focal length of the lens system, and the general lens matrix incorporating possible layer transitions, as derived and summarized in reference [12] . The MHDS should be considered exact focal point shift due to dual wavelengths (green: recording and reading beams; red: focusing beam) and the refractive index of the photopolymer. Figure 3a ,b demonstrate the focal shift associated with different wavelengths and differing refractive indices, respectively. Figure 3b shows the free space ray and refracted ray of the beam that is virtually focused at point O. The exit pupil of the focusing system is situated in the first medium with a refractive index of . At , the beam is transmitted through an abrupt transition to a semi-infinite second medium with refractive index that leads to a focal shift . To find the optimal focal position, we will use the Stallinga's theory for maximum diffraction efficiency and beam quality/minimum SA and micrograting size [16] . Figure 4 shows the spatial refractive index modulation of a micrograting induced by the interference of two focused counter-propagating beams using vector diffraction theory.
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Vector Diffraction Theory for Micrograting
Numerical Results for Micrograting
In this paper, the micrograting was modulated by 532 nm wavelength, objective lens (OL) of 0.65 NA, and photopolymer. The micrograting pattern of the two beams was created by the corresponding spatial modulation of the complex refractive index in the photopolymer. The modulation range of the micrograting, created by focused Gaussian beams, was approximately confined to the double Rayleigh range, . The modulation range of the refractive index rapidly decreased with increasing distance from the center of the micrograting. The micrograting in the recording region consisted of both transversal and longitudinal components. To investigate the effects of vector diffraction theory, we carried out a comparison of the resulting micrograting size for the various NAs and wavelengths, as summarized in Table 1 . In the case of scalar diffraction theory, the recorded micrograting size was equal to , and could be expressed as the FWHM of Airy ring pattern . As the NA increased, the FWHM given by vector diffraction theory was larger size. The micrograting, as calculated with scalar theory was almost equal to the transversal component. The difference in the calculated size is attributed to the side-lobe of the longitudinal component, as shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5b , the transversal component has circular shape (i.e., TEM 00 -mode) and strong intensity strength; in contrast, the longitudinal component has a doughnut shape and weak intensity strength. Figure 6 shows the experimental set-up for recording and reading of the micrograting. The photopolymer was not sensitive to red wavelength; thus, a He-Ne laser (633 nm) was used for the exact focusing and optical alignment. A Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) was used for recording and reading of the micrograting. The beam was split into signal and reference beams using a polarization beam splitter (PBS). Shutter 2 was open during alignment with the red laser. Shutter 3 was open during the recording of two counter-propagating beams, and closed during the reading of the recorded micrograting. The incident plane waves were converted into circularly polarized light using a QWP. To obtain a high quality reading signal, a confocal filter was used to remove the noise and cross-talk of the adjacent recording layer. An OL mounted to a precision linear stage provided 17 nm/1 pulse resolution. The TGI shown in Figure 7 was designed to find the exact focal position and optical alignment. In Figure 7 , the entrance pupil signal shows the micrograting in the focal region. The TGI set-up allows high resolution for good optical imaging quality, enabling the detection of defocus, astigmatism, coma, and SA resulting from the interference of the object beam and tilt of the reference beam. The exact optical focusing and alignment can be checked using the interference fringe pattern; a straight-line pattern indicates good optical alignment. In Figure 8 , we confirmed the optical alignment by comparing the numerical results with those obtained experimentally. To verify the recording and reading of the micrograting, OL of 0.65 NA is used. The OL was an aspherical, aberration free lens, commonly used for high diffraction efficiency and quality. The Aprilis photopolymer (HMC-050-G-06) was used for the recording and reading of MHDS. The thickness of the photopolymer was 400 μm, and the two glass substrates had thickness of 600 μm. The shutter had an exposure time of 100 ms. The recording energy (for are cording power signal of 240 μW and reference beam of 240 μW) was 24 μJ. During the reading process, a reflected power of 2 μW was detected. The calculated diffraction efficiency was 0.83%; note that this value is calculated by confined volume of the micrograting and limitations of the optical system ( ). 
Experimental Section
Conclusions
In conclusion, we proposed a method to obtain the optimal focal position for MHSS using vector diffraction theory. The optimal focal position corresponded to minimal SA. We analyzed the micrograting size in the photopolymer for different wavelengths and NAs, based on vector diffraction theory, and compared the results defined by in scalar diffraction theory. A TGI was used to locate the exact focus of two counter-propagating beams, within 1% diffraction efficiency. Our results indicated that this method could be used to obtain the appropriate micrograting size for areal and z-direction multiplexing in MHSSs.
